
The Milk Run
I saw the advertisement for crew, on the Reliance web site, on Wednesday morning, phoned up 
Robin, the delivery skipper, immediately and was on a flight to Gatwick, first thing next morning.

I had a few hours wait at Gatwick airport before meeting Robin at the gate for the flight to Las 
Palmas. The flight was fairly full and not particularly comfortable but we arrived early evening and 
it was certainly a lot warmer than Inverness. Collecting the bags, we went outside, found the bus 
stance and, with the help of a Spanish speaking lady, identified the right bus for the trip into town. 
Unfortunately, because the bus driver was late, he would not go all the way to the marina but only 
as far as the bus station, so from there we hired a taxi. Between our lack of Spanish and the taxi 
driver's lack of knowledge, we started going the wrong way but after much wild gesturing, we 
managed to find the marina and even the right pontoon.

The yacht we were joining was a 41 foot Lagoon catamaran called Manaia Moana, which in Maori 
means spirit of the ocean, and she had been sailed from Turkey to the Canaries by her owner, Alan 
with a different crew. The skipper for that part of the journey had injured his foot and left the boat 
with another of the crew, hence the need for Robin and myself. The other crew member was Tomas, 
who joined in Gibraltar, with the intention of finding work at our destination. Alan had his boat on 
charter in Turkey but decided that there was probably a longer season, with more charters, in the 
Caribbean and hence the move.

We met Alan and Thomas on the boat and, after finding our cabins, went to the Sailors Bar in the 
marina for a beer and a bite to eat. The accommodation aboard was very comfortable with a double 
berth for each of the crew and three heads. The saloon and galley were spacious with a large aft 
deck for outside dining and the usual catamaran trampoline between the hulls towards the bow.



The next two days was spent familiarising ourselves with the boat, doing odd jobs and provisioning 
with evening meals at the Sailors Bar, and a visit to a couple of bars in the popular old part of town.

Saturday, the day of departure dawned and after breakfast we motored from the berth to the diesel 
dock to fill up the tanks and nineteen jerry cans. Having fuelled up, we were slightly delayed by 
Alan having to write some last minute emails, but eventually got out to sea by 11.30. The wind was 
on our port beam as we motored down the east side of Gran Canaria, passing through the wind 
acceleration zone at the south of the island and then turning towards our first waypoint at 20° North 
and 30°  West. The wind was then in the south east, just aft of the beam, so we had enough of an 
angle to sail on the main and genoa.  The wind continued, more or less, in the same direction  for 
the next  few days, and we made steady progress deeper into the trade wind zone.

As there were four of us on board, four being the minimum number required by insurance 
companies for a trans-Atlantic crossing, we adopted a watch system which I had never used before 
but which provided a decent night's sleep and plenty of time during the day. Each crew member's 
watch was three hours long and there was a nominated cook every day, with the cook missing his 
afternoon watch. The cook was also expected to do the all the washing up and clean the saloon and 
aft deck. This meant that the watches rotated on a four day pattern and everybody had to do the 
good hours as well as the unsocial ones. An example of this system is given at the end of this story.

We ate very well during the voyage. You prepared your own breakfast and the cook served up a cold 
lunch and a hot evening meal. On my days I cooked a meat loaf, an ocean pie, home-made 
beefburgers and a curry. The other crew members were equally adept at providing imaginative 
lunches and hearty evening meals.

After passing our first waypoint, the wind was still south of east but sometimes backing into the 
east. There was a short time, less than six hours where we were beating into a force 3, but this was 
the only time that the wind was anywhere but behind us. Gradually the wind moved north of east 
and we changed tack for the next week or so. Only when we were approaching the Caribbean did 
the wind move south of east again.

The days flowed together, each usually sunny and hot, with nothing to distinguish one from the next 



except for cooking duties. At various times, dolphins came by, an orca was spotted and a leather 
back turtle swam nonchalantly by, just raising his head enough to confirm that we were of no 
interest to him whatsoever.
At one point, when the wind was right, we had both the genoa and genneker flying off the bow, 
which was a splendid sight, but took the genoa down quite soon in case of squalls. This was 
possible because, with the wide beam of the catamaran, we were able to pull out the genoa with the 
lazy sheet to one of the amidships cleats. This technique worked well, to stop the genoa flapping, if 
the wind was at all variable. The wind was almost always behind us, on one quarter or the other, 
with various speeds ranging from force 2 to force 7. For wind speeds up to the top of a force 5, the 
gennaker was ideal, being big and powerful, and enabled us to achieve a maximum boat speed of 8 
knots in these conditions. When the wind was force 6 or more, the choice was either a reefed 
mainsail or the genoa. The genoa was quite small which meant that the boat speed decreased to a 
maximum of 6 knots and it had the unfortunate effect of driving the bows downwards. The main, 
even though it could not be put right out because of the swept back spreaders and shrouds, was a 
good alternative and allowed the boat to sit more comfortably in the water. Unfortunately, about two 
thirds of the way through the trip, Robin discovered that three, out of the six, rivets holding the end 
piece of the boom in place, had sheared so, for safety sake, the main sail was not used again.

We all had various activities to while away the long sunny days when not on watch. Alan, who is a 
member of the Institute of /navigation, was instructing Thomas, who was preparing for his Ocean 
Yachtmaster certificate, in astro navigation. Between them, they took sun and star sights every day 
at sea and worked out our position by this method, often the result being no more than a mile from 
that given by the GPS. I practised with the sextant a few times and managed to calculate a noon day 
position but most of my time I spent reading. I got through the whole of the Girl with the Dragon 
Tattoo trilogy, two Jack Reacher novels and one by Wilbur Smith, as well as a technical manual on 
boat electrics.

For the most part it was peaceful but there was a CD/USB player aboard and the only music that we 
all agreed was one of the best albums ever made was, for a while, blasting out over the empty 
Atlantic, Paul Simon's Graceland.

The first sight of land after nearly 3,000 of ocean sailing was St Barthelemy, in the early morning, 
looming out of a halo of mist. The jagged fingers of rock pointing out of the sea, surrounding the 
island, a reminder of the care need in these waters. St. Martin was another three hours further on 
and the usual feeling of everything getting slower, the closer you get, pervaded us all. Eventually 
we reached our destination island and motored along the south side, passed the capital Philipsberg, 
until we reached Simpson Bay around mid afternoon. There is a large lagoon, entered by one of two 
lifting bridges from the sea, which is approximately three nautical miles long by one mile wide. The 
bridge at Simpson Bay is lifted to allow entry at 09.30, 11.30 and 17.30 and so we had to wait a 
couple of hours, just motoring slowly around the bay, trying to pick up a mooring and being warned 
off by a man in a RIB, and eventually being met by David, a representative of the charter company. 
David took the wheel and as soon as the bridge lifter, charged through the narrow gap into flat 
waters filled with all manner of boats. St Martin is the largest super-yacht haven in the Caribbean 
and the  number of these impressive vessels was quite staggering.

We headed north then west around the Ille de Sol and into increasingly shallow waters at the west 
end of the lagoon. Lagoon Marina, our final destination, was soon reached and we tied up at the 
head of the pier, quite fortunately only a short walk from the famous bar, Lagoonies.

It was Friday night and, after showering and changing, some beers and rum cocktails were tasted 
until things became a little bit hazy but I do remember singing a little karaoke and chatting to quite 
a few people. There had been a sweepstake among our crew for the best guess as to how much time 



we spent at sea. Robin had guessed 19 days and I had 21 days, the other two much less. It actually 
worked out just half an hour short of 20 days so Robin won the prize of a rum cocktail bought for 
him by each of the other crewmen. Needless to say, Robin was in quite a good mood, very quickly.

Robin flew out on Saturday afternoon due to pressing personal reasons but we did have a lucky 
break on the Saturday night. Thomas, Allan and I had walked over to the chandler, Budget Marine, 
to buy a few items and, at the gate, Thomas was given a ticket to a customer appreciation event 
(Gael Force and Caley Marine please take note) which was to be held that evening. We turned up at 
the party just after 9pm and were very pleased to find there were free drinks, free food and 
entertainment all night. Unfortunately we were all feeling a bit delicate after the excesses of the 
previous evening and only had a couple of beers but we did come away with free T-shirts and 
sunglasses.

On Sunday afternoon, the three of us decided to borrow a tender from the charter company and 
motor down to the other ended of the lagoon passing by Witch's Tit Hill (its actual name) on the 
way. We were visiting the town of Marigot, which was on the French side of the island, and very 
different from the Dutch end of the lagoon. It had a more Caribbean and creole feel, the roads and 
pavements were tidier and we were even lucky enough to witness a small carnival parade. As it was 
Sunday, most of the shops were shut but we had a nice meal in one of the restaurants and later took 
a walk to look at the new marina where the largest catamaran in the world, was moored.

For the remaining time on the island, the rest of us cleaned the boat and mended various bits which 
had come adrift during the trip. I did take an allergic reaction to sand fly bites, or noseeums as they 
are locally known, which made the bottom half of my legs come up in a number of watery blisters 
so next time it will either have to be liberal applications of Skin-So-Soft or trousers tucked into 
socks.

I flew out on Tuesday morning by KLM, on the zombie flight, to Amsterdam, via Curacao, then to 
Birmingham and finally Inverness, where the change in temperature was quite noticeable.

Gwyn Phillips
29/2/12

Four Man Watch System
00.00–03.00 Robin Alan Gwyn Thomas
03.00–06.00 Alan Gwyn Thomas Robin
06.00- 09.00 Cook Gwyn Thomas Robin Alan
09.00–12.00 Thomas Robin Alan Gwyn



12.00-15.00 Robin Alan Gwyn Thomas
15.00-18.00 Alan Gwyn Thomas Robin
18.00-21.00 Thomas Robin Alan Gwyn
21.00-00.00 Robin Alan Gwyn Thomas

21/01/12 22/01/12 23/01/12 24/01/12
25/01/12 26/01/12 27/01/12 28/01/12
29/01/12 30/01/12 31/01/12 01/02/12
02/02/12 03/02/12 04/02/12 05/12/02
06/02/12 07/12/02 08/12/02 09/12/02
10/02/12


